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Related collections:

A collection of writings by Harry "Pete" Berndt, the former director of Metro Housing Resources, including letters to the editors of various newspapers, published essays and a text on sociology. Contains photocopied notebook on astroturf products created by Berndt for Monsanto before he resigned, and a study of a block partnership with Pruitt-Igoe (see S0772, folder 540, Interview with Pete Berndt, 8/20/08). The collection also includes Berndt's May 1975 PhD dissertation for Washington University.

Arranged alphabetically.

Pete Berndt's manuscript, Only A Priest, A Biography of Monsignor John Alexander Shocklee can be found here:

www.archive.org/details/OnlyAPriestABiographyOfMonsignorJohnAlexanderShocklee

Box 1

1. Administrative Performance Case Study of St. Louis City, 11/80
3. Articles, Essays and Letters, 1973-2006 (Volume 2)

Box 2

5. Astro Specialties Business Plan
6. Bidwood #9, The Story of a Block Partnership in Pruitt-Igoe by John Lyons

8. PhD dissertation: The Community Development Corporation As A Response To Poverty by Harry Edward Berndt, a dissertation presented to the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences of Washington University In Partial Fulfillment Of The Requirements For The Degree Of Doctor Of Philosophy, May 1975.
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